ETHICAL UNDERPINNING AND IMPLICATIONS OF “NOOTROPIC” CONCEPT

Abstract
The current generation paving the path for new research marks a milestone to attain the ancient goal of improving our cognition. To date, increased prevalence of cognitive enhancers by healthy people has raised the scientific community’s attention as well as media coverage. In particular, nootropics such as piracetam promise to offer modest improvements in cognitive performance. The long-lasting impetus of this “holistic enhancer” convinced scientists as well as ethicists to discuss its potential ethical implications and future directions. Moreover, there are discrepancies in the concept of a true nootropic between pharmacology and contemporary public culture. Here, I review the ethical aspects of nootropics raised by its potential use in cognition enhancement and substantiate the epistemological commentary on the concept of nootropic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since ancient times, drugs to enhance cognition have had an irresistible universal appeal when they not only target the disease but any possible subjective symptoms that are more or less present in any healthy being. Students in ancient Greece used rosemary sprigs to improve their memory. Now shelves on drug stores carry all the necessary pills and tonics to purportedly enhance cognition.1 Between ancient societies and modern times, the use of nootropic substances accelerated during the post-war period (1950–1960s) where it
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became increasingly commercialized. An escalation of “cosmetic neurology” in western and non-western societies has caught the attention of the scientific community as well as that of the media. The aim is not only to augment the minds of the unhealthy but also the minds of the healthy.\(^2\) Prescription stimulants were originally intended and licensed for the treatment of specific cognitive disorders (e.g. Alzheimer’s disease or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder). Now, they are diverted to healthy individuals for enhancement purposes. This is resulting in a divisible issue both from the perspective of scientists as well as the public sector.\(^3\) The use of nootropics for military and non-military purposes and off-label use among college students initiated furious discussions among scientists, ethicists, physicians, and government. Arguments on the topic include unfair advantage, indirect coercion, side-effects or harm, and ethical implications. The goal is to tackle the issue and to make policies for future nootropic regulation due to its effect to alter the human mind – a highly valued part of our human existence.\(^4\) While discussions of this issue will become more pressing in years to come, the issues become even cloudier and more confusing when the ‘pure’ definition of nootropic and its ethical implications
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come into play. The definition dating back to the work of the Romanian-Belgian physician and neuropharmacist Corneliu E. Giurgea (1923–1997), who coined the term nootropic, and the salient ethical concerns raised by the use of nootropic will be discussed in details here.

2. THE NOOTROPIC CONCEPT

In the 1960s, gamma-amino-butryic acid (GABA) was stirring high scientific interest as a major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain. In 1964, chemists in Union Chimique Belge (UCB) synthesized a cyclic derivate of GABA, the piracetam, intended for use as a sleep inducer. Surprisingly, piracetam did not show any type of sleep-inducing activity. This peculiar effect of the prominent neurotransmitter accidentally caught the attention of Corneliu E. Giurgea who was UCB’s chief neuropharmacologist at that time. In 1972, the unique properties of piracetam led Giurgea to introduce the novel concept of “nootropic drugs” that “characteristically interfere with the higher telencephalic integrative activity by a direct and selective attention.”

According to Giurgea and Salama, the detailed definition of nootropic should have the following properties: 1) enhance memory and ability to learn, 2) increase the efficacy of neuronal firing (controls mechanism in cortical and subcortical region of the brain), 3) help brain function (e.g. under hypoxic conditions), 4) protect the brain (chemical or physical assault), and 5) be virtually non-toxic to humans (lacks sedative or stimulatory effects). This atypical pharmacological concept suggests no drug-receptor interaction, hence no modulatory effect, and very weak affinity due to its extremely low toxicity. Although piracetam has been reported to having cholinergic, serotoninergic, noradrenergic, and glutamatergic effects, there is no direct agonistic or antagonistic receptor showing a noticeable affinity, unlike any psychotropic drugs on the market.

Soon the mass media and professionals nicknamed nootropics as “smart drugs” and “cognitive enhancers” respectively due to its uncommon lack of toxicity and reported memory enhancement among healthy college students (see Figure 1). It is important to note that any nootropic defined by Giurgea would
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be a cognitive enhancer or smart drug, but the opposite is not true, since drugs are not devoid of toxicity. Unlike smart drugs or cognitive enhancers, nootropic drugs do not enhance alertness, arousal, locomotion, heart rate, or blood pressure. Furthermore, when administered for the first time, there are no observable effects in the patient who takes it. Only after around two weeks of consistent administration, statistically significant effects are observable in the patient. Therefore, the effects of the nootropic piracetam warranted a solely noetic class of smart drugs or cognitive enhancers that is without side effects, toxicity and is non-immediate.

All these properties clearly indicate a holistic concept of nootropic drugs, natural or synthetic, as opposed to a pharmacological agonist-antagonist mechanism. Naturally, nootropic drugs do not target any single type of neuron. Rather, they are meant to activate the integrative activities of the brain. As Aristotle explains holistic phenomena with the phrase “The whole is more than the sum of its parts,” Giurgea further adds to this phenomenon as neuro-psychic identity where human brain activity is but complex aspects of a neuronal activity easier to grasp at an elementary level. This illustrates the bewildering complexity of brain and mind both from the perspective of René Descartes’s (1596–1650) mind-body dichotomy and Freudian psychoanalysis.

Understandably, the promising success of nootropic drugs inadvertently catalyzed the paradigm of a new and undiscovered avenue of research for the future of enhancement. Thirty years after the 'birth' of piracetam, more than 1650 piracetam-like compounds were synthesized. The progeny of piracetam, namely levetiracetam and brivaracetam, showed promising results as anti-epileptic drugs that are far more efficient than piracetam. Therefore, one can conclude that the nootropic piracetam acted as a template of the new piracetam-like drugs that – while no longer holding true nootropic definition – treat severe neurological diseases with increasing medical demands.
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Primary stage of pioneering nootropics

Promising results of piracetam in toxicity and animal experiments → Success of Piracetam as nootropic drug from 1971 onwards → Nootropic Drugs (1972): Piracetam, Livitiracetam, Choline, Aniracetam

Secondary stage of nootropics commercialization
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the unfolding of the ‘nootropic’ drug concept. The term nootropic evolved from the unique properties of piracetam and that promoted success of further nootropic drugs. The term ‘smart drug’ and ‘cognitive enhancer’ are commonly used in mass media and in professional pharmacological field respectively (adapted from Margineanu 2011).
3. METHODOLOGY

A search of “nootropic” done in US National Library of Medicine (PubMed; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) on 1st July 2018 indicated a list of 5392 references, illustrated an exponential increase over the years starting with the paper of Giurgea from 1972 (see Figure 2). The search term “nootropic” was sorted by most recent without any filters of article types, text availability, publication dates and species added to it. The PubMed database also has the possibility to download results per year as .csv file to work in Microsoft Excel. Based on the excel sheet data, I was able to plot a histogram on Microsoft Excel 2016 as shown in Figure 2.

Moreover, the article investigates some of the most popular ethical theories that can be associated to nootropics, particularly consequentialism versus deontology, four principles in medical ethics and virtue ethics. Furthermore, discussions on how we perceive the trade-off between potential benefits and harms, how enhancers can affect students and athletes and open ethical questions are also addressed.

4. RESULTS AND ETHICAL DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2. The long-lasting interest in nootropic showed an exponential evolution in time of the number of scientific publications in the PubMed database, accessed on 1st July 2018. Above each column the number indicates the total number of published articles per year.
Open ethical questions

In light of nootropic drugs, an integral part of the ethical controversy lies in understanding the question – who is the patient? In order to use nootropics, should the individual be ill with mental illness or other disorders or should nootropics also be prescribed to individuals who are healthy? Considering preventive care, all individuals must qualify for medical care and must have an improved quality of life. If that is the case, how does one differentiate nootropics between a prescription drug and a lifestyle choice? Scientists, ethicists, and physicians have divergent opinions on these questions and operate on separate paradigms. In academia, Greely et al. advocates the use of cognitive enhancers, provided it is properly regulated, while Chatterjee and Fukuyama are against cognitive enhancement. In the book *Our Posthuman Future*, Fukuyama clearly argues that “the original purpose of medicine is to heal the sick, not turn healthy people into gods.”

Such discrepancies warrant unified policy decisions regulating the proper use of cognitive enhancement, particularly nootropic of any source (i.e., supplements, herbal extracts and allopathic).

Risk-benefit ratio

Another aspect of ethical concern is the risk-benefit ratio of nootropic drugs. When a physician prescribes the drug, the physician must assess the desired benefits and the risks involved. Generally, patients choose drugs with greater benefits even though serious risks are associated with them. This is particularly the case for nootropic drugs since the benefits of cognitive enhancement are very lucrative and tolerance for risks is severely lowered among healthy individuals. As suggested by Greely et al., it is important for both patient and doctor to make a fully informed decision to minimize risk and achieve greater benefits. However, Chatterjee argues that no potential risks for healthy individuals are to be tolerated. Respect for autonomy as well as the fulfillment of
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patient’s wishes may not medically justify exposing a patient to risk for severe adverse reactions or any form of possible side-effects. In any case, proper communication should be facilitated between patient and physician for optimal regulation of nootropic drugs. More importantly, the scientists should ensure that the results of their clinical research are portrayed accurately and that they are employed to aid ethical decisions.

Nootropics in practical settings

Disparities exist in the use of nootropics between the academic setting and sports, creating an uneven field where one can outperform the other. Similarly, the wealthy might have greater opportunity to obtain nootropic drugs, thus creating a monopoly in the market and incongruities between socioeconomic classes. One can argue about naturally endowed higher hereditary IQ and performance-enhancing strategies like private tuition in the academic field which are readily tolerated by society. It would seem hypocritical to be selective primarily on nootropics and not on biological and environmental inequalities that already exist.\(^\text{18}\) It is interesting to consider whether there would be a possibility to make nootropics accessible to the underprivileged, i.e., people with cognitive deficits or individuals with deleterious effects. Students who are considered as ‘neurologically handicapped’ could benefit from nootropic use by increasing academic performance.

One keystone that ethicists are often critical about is the perception of the self. Nootropics raise argument because they seem to unsettle an integral part of our humanity, thus causing individuals to be at risk.\(^\text{19}\) The natural act of human suffering or striving towards a destined goal could be bypassed using nootropics, thus altering the definition of self.\(^\text{20}\) Wolpe mentions the genuine struggle to learn something is an individual’s personhood. Naturally, one can argue that today’s dynamically changing technology allow us to redevelop our own identities and nootropic can help reintegrate us into the modern race.

Consequentialism versus deontology

From a broader perspective, consequentialism reflects on right or wrong depending on the consequences that can be evaluated in different ways. According to Swierstra and Rip, the consequences of cognitive enhancers such...
as nootropics are still speculative and remain undetermined, which points to "promises, warnings and concerns." Having an optimistic view about nootropics, one can assume that any cognitive enhancer, say in this case piracetam, is basically beneficial for everyone, and not limited to people with a diagnosis but also for healthy alike. However, Rip and Swierstra mention “optimistic belief in technological progress short-circuits the problem of uncertainty and ignorance by arguing that there may be small mishaps, but all in all, and in the long run, the new technology will benefit us.” Just like an optimistic viewpoint, it is important to note that pessimistic perspectives short-circuit the question of risk and uncertainty of cognitive enhancers since “you may not know exactly what will go wrong, but go wrong it will.”

In contrast, deontology determines the intention and reason for performing an action rather than the end result or consequences of that particular action. If an action is undertaken out of a sense of moral obligation rather than just sentiment or consequential reasons, then that action is considered morally praiseworthy. The course of action of the moral agent through rational deliberation is consistent with the agent’s autonomy and others. In the following, the deontological argumentation will be characterized as duty and right based argumentation that will bring light to frame arguments in favor or against cognitive enhancement. According to Swierstra and Rip, deontology is characterized as the “duty to further human progress, a duty to help diminish suffering, a duty to acquire knowledge, and last but certainly not least: the right to choose freely whether or not to use a particular technology (as long as this does not harm others, of course).” An underlying determinist idea to support development in cognitive enhancement: “the argument about [...] technology as an unstoppable train, because ‘if we don’t do it, our competitors will’. [...] The optimism gains extra ‘muscle’ by combining it with determinism.” Portraying a continuum from a cognitive enhancing pill to a chip in the brain, moral argumentation reflects consequentialism aspects as “technology, although seemingly innocuous or even beneficial now, will inevitably invoke further technological steps that will later result in applications that are blatantly immoral.” The deontological side of such an argument would be the common responsibility and necessity to reflect on our cognitive capacities rather than inabilities, in particular what we can do without nootropics.
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In the process framing “consequentialist” and “deontological” argumentation, we recognized that consequentialism and deontology are not exclusively separable and allow overlaps. Nootropics can be partly consequential (in seeing a continuity from a pill to a brain chip) and partly deontological (by assigning negative features of enhancers impacting on responsibilities and duties of specific professions, e.g., “pilot” or “surgeon”). Interestingly, the arguments do have a common ground based on utilitarianism: the idea that nootropics as a technology (in this case piracetam), is basically beneficial or detrimental for everyone. The reason why deontologists cannot avoid utilitarianism is due to principles of consequential and categorical morality that come naturally to humans under various circumstances and conditions. Therefore, Greene suggests a “dual-process theory of moral judgment” where deontological judgments are driven by our automatic emotional responses while utilitarian judgments are driven by more “controlled cognitive processes.” Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (“fMRI”) the author examined the cognitive abilities of human participants when presented with the famous “trolley problem” of moral philosophy. A majority of participants agreed to flip a switch to sacrifice one life for saving five. Interestingly, a majority disagreed in pushing a stranger onto the track to save five lives. According to the author, the emotional responses in pushing the stranger were relatively stronger than the impersonal and detached mode of flipping a switch. Although there can be an empirical explanation for the difference in judgments that people make when faced with such cases of moral dilemmas, and we may have reason to privilege one type of moral reasoning over the other, the principles and moral rules that play a role behind moral decision-making process are independent of the empirical evidence.

Four principles in medical ethics

Principlism takes into consideration four principles from divergent ideological positions: autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice. The principle of autonomy allows the patient to exercise independent decision-making. Beneficence and non-maleficence stem from a caring entity that would minimize harm and maximize benefit to the patient. Justice from a societal level indicates all goods distributed according to just principles.

Informed consent is highlighted in Belmont Report and in case “inadequately informed… is detrimental to your autonomy,” then informed consent is essential to autonomy. Outside the context of clinical care and medical research, systems of informed consent are hijacked by advertising of media that are designed primarily to sell products and encourage consumption. Much off-label uses of nootropic products have their health claims communicated through unregulated media such as social websites, blogs or forums. Nootropics piracetam amongst others has questionable dosing instructions that can prove to be harmful to its user.

Ethics authors point out the risks involved while assessing the beneficence and non-maleficence of nootropics. Stirling mentions that it is not always possible to know the likelihood of an event (uncertainty), nor is it possible to know what kind of event may happen (ambiguity), which leads us to not being aware of our lack of knowledge (ignorance). Therefore, the author argues that it is not only the risk that matters but uncertainty, ambiguity, and ignorance also play a major role in the decision-making process. Although Synofzik advises assessing the benefit-harm of a particular drug, the “data about benefit-harm ratios are still largely missing… questionable benefit-harm ratios of psychotropics are often not published, not adequately interpreted or falsely presented in direct-consumer advertisements.” Altogether, we overlook uncertainties, ambiguities, and ignorance of nootropics as well as dodge the question of potential benefit-harm from the beginning on, which ultimately influences consideration of beneficence and non-maleficence.

Distributive justice is the equal distribution of resources that is thought to equalize gain. According to the encyclopedia of philosophy, it is “the allocation of the benefits and burdens of economic activity.” Considering nootropics, non-allocation issues are important due to their “complex and dynamic relationship between the brain (and its related systems) and social interaction.”

If a nootropic causes positive impact on memory, it may, however, negatively influence interpersonal communication and trust relations. No evidence supports the idea that equal allocation of nootropics to all citizens will be beneficial, thus suggesting insufficient distributive justice as a value principle for nootropic use. Instead of only limiting ourselves to questions like “what impact it would have on our brain?” or “what society would become of it?” we also need to explore the socio-technical mediation of social relations and the potential gap between haves and have-nots.

**Virtue ethics**

If nootropics cause the agent to be unable to determine how she or he is making choices, whether her decisions are based on being cognitively enhanced or not, then that enhancement capability has surpassed its bounds. Especially in serious professions that deal with life and death (e.g. surgeon) it is important that nootropics retain the agent’s ability to make a virtuous choice free of her or his enhancement, and only then can it be deemed permissible. Being virtuous means having a substantial amount of sound judgment and sentiments to make a stable and reliable decision while considering all plausible things associated with that decision. Nootropics are unlikely to mimic the aspects of a virtuous life because virtue is a developing experience that one needs to acquire and exercise in order to lead a good life. Cognitive enhancers generally provide strategies that depict only a narrow idea of what well-being and a good life represent. Therefore, nootropics should be considered facilitators rather than replacers of virtue and we need to learn to use nootropics virtuously.

**5. CONCLUSION**

The fate of nootropic concept depends on scientific advancement and its interaction with society and culture. Similar to the birth of nootropics, scientists can possibly make a costly failure to a serendipitous discovery by being open-minded to unexpected results. However, diffused from the true definition coined by Giurgea, piracetam-like nootropics may carry substantial unknown risks to the healthy individuals. In any case, medicalization cannot be the only solution to human problems as the dimension do not touch mere humane approaches such as altruism or qualities like inspiration, humor, love, commitment, and devotion. Focusing only on cognitive enhancement may have its drawback of losing connection towards oneself and to the others, thus appreciating less of life and creativity. Although we are not at the stage where a drug translates our cognitive abilities beyond normal capacity, it is necessary that we set up a systematic framework based on a consensus paradigm to best accommodate future situations with beneficence and non-maleficence.
In the review, we have seen polar opposite views advocating and opposing cognitive enhancement. It is clear from the overview that empirical evidence to support nootropics among healthy and ill individuals is inconclusive. Therefore, before ethical claims or policies are made, robust empirical research should be conducted to find out its executive functions as well as how it alters human virtues including empathy and motivation. Individuals with enhanced cognitive abilities do not necessarily have a happier, healthier life. As an example, transgenic mice with enhanced memory due to a mutation has enhanced the capacity to experience and remember pain because of the same mutation.\footnote{Feng Wei et al., “Genetic Enhancement of Inflammatory Pain by Forebrain NR2B Overexpression,” \textit{Nature Neuroscience} 4, no. 2 (2001): 164–169, doi:10.1038/83993.} Given the fact that authenticity and personhood of a bio-psychosocial human encompass more than any measured performance, nootropic should, therefore, tap into the realm of cognitive enhancement with extra caution.
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